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Set in medieval Venice, this captivating fairy tale retelling by award-winning author Donna Jo Napoli
explores belonging, beauty, and the transformative power of love through the eyes of a teenage girl. Dolce
has grown up hidden away on an island in a lagoon. She is a giant, a freak, tormented by everyone but her
loving mother. She spends her time learning the valuable secret of making mirrors. Following a tragedy,
Dolce swims away and lands on an island where people see her as normal, even beautiful. Marin, a kind
widower, and his little daughter bring Dolce to live with them in their grand palazzo. Eventually, Dolce and
Marin marry. She secretly continues to make mirrors, not realizing that quicksilver endangers her . . . and so
evil begins in innocence.
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From reader reviews:

Willie Dreher:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing for us
to know everything in the world. Each publication has different aim or even goal; it means that reserve has
different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They are really reading whatever
they take because their hobby will be reading a book. Consider the person who don't like looking at a book?
Sometime, person feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or even exercise. Well, probably
you will need this Dark Shimmer.

Catherine Hudson:

The e-book untitled Dark Shimmer is the reserve that recommended to you to study. You can see the quality
of the guide content that will be shown to you actually. The language that article author use to explained
their way of doing something is easily to understand. The author was did a lot of study when write the book,
hence the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-
book of Dark Shimmer from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Marjorie Thompson:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book in
comparison with can satisfy your short period of time to read it because all of this time you only find e-book
that need more time to be read. Dark Shimmer can be your answer because it can be read by you actually
who have those short time problems.

Larhonda Kennedy:

Many people spending their period by playing outside together with friends, fun activity along with family or
just watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by reading a book.
Ugh, think reading a book will surely hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It alright you
can have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like Dark Shimmer which is having
the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's observe.
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